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A celebration of the Red Telephone Kiosk

NATIONAL COLLECTION OF
TELEPHONE KIOSKS

(Established in 1992 with exhibits from BT 
Museum)



A wide  range of GPO, BT, Private, AA, RAC, Police & Fire 
Kiosks, Boxes, Huts, Pillars & Posts





The Collection includes all six GPO 
kiosks introduced between the two 
World Wars

The earliest being the K1 circa 1921 
of which there are 3 variations

It also includes Britain’s last red 
phonebox, the K8, and examples of 
those introduced after privatisation, 
the KX range



All kiosks have the correct fittings 

and working payphones in 

accordance with their age 



There is no knowledge of
any kiosk on display in the UK
that is older than the 1921 K1

However the first telephone boxes

were installed in the early 1880s



Henry Fawcett
(1833-1884)

Cambridge Professor and Liberal MP

Postmaster General (1880)

Appointed by William Ewart Gladstone

7th August 1884
Allowed the establishment of public “call 

offices” – telephone access for the non-

subscriber.



The first telephone boxes were 

installed in the early 1880s of 

numerous designs, initially indoors 

(railway stations and shops) and then 

on the street.

The telephone companies did in many 

cases use “off the shelf” designs.

Eventually the National Telephone 

Company became the dominant 

supplier of local telephone services.

You may telephone from here . . .



“Norwich” pattern Wilson A Design “Birmingham” pattern

It is known that the National Telephone Company (NTC) 

introduced standard boxes.  As evidenced from in BT archives. 



Norwich

Why was this box named ‘Norwich’?

Used in East Coast District of National 

Telephone Company (NTC)

Designed by the NTC but manufactured by 

Boulton & Paul in Norwich. 

£13 15s 0d (price quoted in 1914)



Features

Coin entry door lock

Telephone

Writing shelf

Sound insulated

Facilities

Local calls only



Early life of Norwich Kiosk . . .

Press Cutting shows that the NTC 

installed their ‘Norwich’ box in Gonville 

Place, Cambridge in 1905

The box was recovered in 1933 and 

acquired by the Cambridge and 

County Bowls Club

They used it as a telephone box from 

1933 until 1986





Cambridge local newspaper 

cutting 1987 . . .

Jeremy Brown and his family after buying 

the Norwich box for £50

He used it as a play hut for his children



Avoncroft Connection

I tried without success to buy the box in 
1997

Jeremy died in 2010, his children asked 
BT to buy

I negotiated purchase for the Kiosk 
Collection

The box  was donated to Avoncroft
Museum

The box was then put in store to ‘dry out’



This Norwich is with us today because it was 

so well maintained by the bowls club

Paint sample shows eleven phases of 

decoration

Sadly over the last 22 years the roof and floor 

have deteriorated necessitating major 

restoration

Challenges – sourcing a coin operated door 

lock and authentic telephone

Restoration plans leading to public display are 

in progress . . .

Restoration
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